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THOMAS E. CECIL, QUO-SHIN CHI AND GARY R. JENSEN
We prove that any connected proper Dupin hypersurface in Rn is analytic
algebraic and is an open subset of a connected component of an irreducible
algebraic set. From this we also prove that every taut submanifold of di-
mension m ≤ 4 is algebraic by exploring a finiteness condition.
1. Introduction
An embedding f of a compact, connected manifold M into Euclidean space Rn is
taut if every nondegenerate (Morse) Euclidean distance function L p :M→R such
that L p(x) = d( f (x), p)2 for p ∈ Rn has β(M,Z2) critical points on M , where
β(M,Z2) is the sum of the Z2-Betti numbers of M . That is, L p is a perfect Morse
function on M .
We can also consider taut embeddings into Sn , in which case we use spherical
distance functions instead of Euclidean distance functions. Tautness is preserved
by stereographic projection, and so the theories in the two ambient spaces are
essentially the same.
A connected hypersurface M in Rn is said to be Dupin if along each curvature
surface of M , the corresponding principal curvature is constant. M is called proper
Dupin if, in addition, the number g of distinct principal curvatures is constant on M .
Thorbergsson [1983] proved every compact proper Dupin hypersurface is taut.
Many taut submanifolds, for example, the cyclides of Dupin [Banchoff 1970],
Veronese manifolds [Cecil and Ryan 1985], and isoparametric submanifolds [Terng
1985], are known to be algebraic; Kuiper [1984] asked whether all taut subman-
ifolds of Rn must be real algebraic. In the 1980’s, the affirmative answer to this
question was widely thought to be true, but a proof was never published. In particu-
lar, Ulrich Pinkall [1984] sent the first author a letter containing a sketch of a proof
that proper Dupin hypersurfaces are algebraic, and we thank Professor Pinkall for
allowing us to use his approach to the problem in our work here.
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Pinkall’s sketch led us to the local parametrization (3-3) of a general proper
Dupin hypersurface. We then used ideas from real algebraic geometry to show that
a connected proper Dupin hypersurface is contained in a connected component of
an irreducible algebraic subset of Rn . There are still issues to be resolved to settle
this question of Kuiper’s, however, because arbitrary taut submanifolds are Dupin,
but not necessarily proper Dupin; see [Pinkall 1986].
In this paper, we prove the affirmative answer to Kuiper’s question for manifolds
of dimension m ≤ 4. (The result in dimensions m ≤ 2 is due to Banchoff [1970].)
2. Algebraic preliminaries
A semialgebraic subset of Rn is one which is a finite union of sets of the form⋂
j {x ∈ Rn : F j (x) ∗ 0}, where ∗ is either < or = , F j is a polynomial over Rn ,
and the intersection is finite.
It follows from the definition that the complement of a semialgebraic set is semi-
algebraic, and hence a semialgebraic set take away another semialgebraic set leaves
a semialgebraic set. Moreover, the projection pi : Rn → Rk sending x ∈ Rn to its
first k coordinates maps a semialgebraic set to a semialgebraic set. As a corollary,
the (topological) closure and interior of a semialgebraic set are semialgebraic.
Amap f : S⊂Rn→Rk is semialgebraic if its graph inRn×Rk is a semialgebraic
set. As a result, the image of a semialgebraic map f : S⊂Rn→Rk is semialgebraic
via the composition graph( f )⊂Rn×Rk→Rk,where the last map is the projection
onto the second summand.
A Nash function is a C∞ semialgebraic map from an open semialgebraic subset
of Rn to R. A real analytic function f defined on an open semialgebraic subset U
of Rn is analytic algebraic if it solves a polynomial equation on U of the form
a0(x) f s(x)+ a1(x) f s−1(x)+ · · ·+ as(x)= 0,
where a0(x) 6= 0, a1(x), . . . , as(x) are polynomials over Rn . A significant result
in the subject is that these two concepts are equivalent; see [Bochnak et al. 1998,
p. 165]. A slight generalization of the single-variable case [p. 54] shows that the
partial derivatives of any Nash function are again Nash functions.
Let S be a semialgebraic subset of Rn . The dimension of S, denoted dim S,
is the dimension of the ring R = R[x1, · · · , xn]/I(S), the quotient ring of the
polynomial ring modulo the ideal generated by S. It is the maximal length of
chains of prime ideals of R. As usual, when S is a semialgebraic subset of Rn that
is a C∞ submanifold of Rn of dimension d , then dim S = d; see again [p. 54].
We denote the topological closure of S by Stop. Denote the Zariski closure of S
by Szar. It is the smallest algebraic set containing S. The important property that
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plays a central role in our arguments to follow is that if S is a semialgebraic subset
of Rn , then dim S = dim(Stop)= dim(Szar); see [Bochnak et al. 1998, p. 50].
Lemma 1. Let M ⊂ Rn be a connected analytic submanifold and let U ⊂ M be a
connected open subset of M. If U is a semialgebraic subset of Rn , then M is an
open subset of a connected component of the irreducible algebraic set U zar.
The proof uses the fact that the Zariski closure U zar of U is irreducible, because
I(U zar) = I(U ) is a prime ideal. Hence M ⊂ Z(I(U )) = U zar, where Z denotes
the zero set of an ideal.
A semialgebraic subset M of Rm is a Nash submanifold of Rm of dimension n
if for every point p of M , there exists a Nash diffeomorphism ψ from an open
semialgebraic neighborhood U of the origin in Rm into an open semialgebraic
neighborhood V of p in Rm such that ψ(0)= p and ψ((Rn×{0})∩U )= M ∩V .
Here, by a Nash diffeomorphism ψ we mean that the coordinate functions of ψ
and ψ−1 are Nash functions.
Let M be a Nash submanifold of Rm . A mapping f :M→R is a Nash mapping
if it is semialgebraic, and for every ψ in the preceding definition, f ◦ψ restricted
to Rn ∩U is a Nash function. As usual, if d f is never zero at all points of f −1(p),
then f −1(p) is a Nash submanifold. A sphere, for instance, is thus Nash.
The next lemma is crucial in our paper; see [Shiota 1987, p. 44].
Lemma 2. Let X be a closed semialgebraic subset of Rn of dimension d. If there
is an open set U of X such that U is a C∞ submanifold of dimension d in Rn ,
then around each point p of U there is an open neighborhood B ⊂ U that is a
semialgebraic subset of Rn .
3. Proper Dupin hypersurfaces are algebraic
Let f : Mn−1 → Rn be a proper Dupin hypersurface. Suppose f has g principal
curvatures κ1, . . . , κg, with multiplicities m1, . . . ,mg. Let A1, . . . ,Ag be a parti-
tion of the set {1, . . . , n− 1} into disjoint subsets for which the cardinality of Ai
is the multiplicity mi for i = 1, . . . , g.
For any point p∈M , the i-th curvature surface through p is either an open subset
of a sphere of dimension mi in Rn or an open subset of a plane of dimension mi ;
see [Cecil and Ryan 1985]. Inversion in a sphere whose center does not lie on the
union of all these spheres and planes will transform all curvature surfaces of f (M)
to open subsets of spheres. Thus, we may assume that all curvature surfaces of f
are open subsets of spheres of the appropriate dimensions.
Denote the center of the sphere of dimension mi containing the i-th curvature
surface through f (p) by ci (p)∈Rn, and denote its radius by ri (p)=| f (p)−ci (p)|.
It is well known that ci (p) is rationally determined by j3p( f ), the 3-jet of f at p;
see [Cecil and Ryan 1985, p. 140–147] and [Ryan 1969]. If ea(p) for a ∈Ai form
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an orthonormal basis of principal vectors for the i-th principal curvature, then they
are determined by j2p( f ), the 2-jet of f at p.
Since the sphere is Nash, for any point p ∈ M there is an analytic algebraic
parametrization of an open subset about f (p) of the i-th curvature surface through
f (p) given by
(3-1) x(si )= ci (p)+ s0i (si )( f (p)− ci (p))+ ri (p)
∑
a∈Ai
sai ea(p),
where s0i (si )=
√
1− |si |2 for all si in the open ball Bmi (i )⊂Rmi for some radius
i satisfying 0< i < 1. The components of si are denoted sai for each a ∈Ai , so
that |si |2 = 1−∑a∈Ai (sai )2. The vectors ci (p), f (p), and ea(p) are determined
by j3p( f ) for all a ∈Ai ,
Lemma 3. For any si ∈ Bmi (i ) in the parametrization (3-1), j kxi (si )( f ) depends
analytically algebraically on si and on j k+3p ( f ) for any k≥ 0, where xi (si ) denotes
the point for which f (xi (si ))= x(si ).
Proof. For some δ > 0, there exists y : Bn−1−mi (δ) → Y ⊂ M , an embedded
submanifold through y(0) = p transverse to the i-th curvature surface through
each of its points. Let ci (y) be the center of the i-th curvature surface through
f (y). Let e j for j = 1, . . . , n−1 be a smooth orthonormal frame field of principal
vectors on a neighborhood of p. For each y ∈ Y ,
(3-2) f (xi (si ), y)= ci (y)+ s0i (si )( f (y)− ci (y))+ ri (y)
∑
a∈Ai
sai ea(y)
is a parametrization of a neighborhood of the i-th curvature surface through f (y).
Thus, for i and δ sufficiently small, (xi , y) is a parametrization of a neighborhood
of p in M .
From (3-2) we see that the partial derivatives of f with respect to the si vari-
ables at (si , y) depend on j3(0,y)( f ) and analytically algebraically on si , since all
partial derivatives of s0i (si ) are analytic algebraic. Again from (3-2) we see that the
partial derivatives of f with respect to the y variables at (si , y) depend analytically
algebraically on si and on
j1(0,y)(ci ), j
1
(0,y)( f ), j
1
(0,y)(ri ), j
1
(0,y)(ea) for all a ∈Ai .
Since ci (0, y), f (0, y), ri (0, y), and the ea(0, y) are determined by j3(0,y)( f ), it
follows that their 1-jets are determined by
j1(0,y)( j
3( f ))= j4(0,y)( f ).
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Taking higher derivatives of (3-2) in this way, we see that j k(xi (si ),p)( f ) depends
analytically algebraically on si and on
j kp( j
3( f ))= j k+3p ( f ). 
Theorem 4. For any point p ∈ M , there exists an analytic algebraic parametriza-
tion of a neighborhood of f (p) in f (M) ⊂ Rn , where analytic algebraic means
that the component functions are analytic algebraic. This collection of analytic al-
gebraic parametrizations defines an analytic structure on M with respect to which
f is analytic. In addition, it shows that any point p∈M has an open neighborhood
U ⊂ M such that f (U ) is a semialgebraic subset of Rn .
Proof. The idea is to iterate parametrizations along curvature surfaces, starting
with the first. Choose a point p ∈ M . Setting i = 1 in Equation (3-1) gives an
analytic algebraic parametrization of a neighborhood of f (p) of the first curvature
surface through p. To simplify the following notation, we will write f (s1) in place
of f (x1(s1)), and likewise c2(s1), r2(s1), and eb(s1) without showing explicitly the
composition with the map x1(s1), et cetera.
For each s1, parametrize a neighborhood of the second curvature surface through
f (s1) by
f (s1, s2)= c2(s1)+ s02(s2)( f (s1)− c2(s1))+ r2(s1)
∑
b∈A2
sb2eb(s1),
where c2(s1), f (s1), and eb(s1) for b ∈A2 are determined by j3s1( f ), which in turn
depends analytically algebraically on s1 and j3p( j
3( f ))= j6p( f ), by Lemma 3.
If g > 2, then one more step should make the iteration clear. For each s1, s2 ∈
B1(1)×B2(2), parametrize a neighborhood of the third curvature surface through
f (s1, s2) by
f (s1, s2, s3)= c3(s1, s2)+ s03(s3)( f (s1, s2)− c3(s1, s2))
+ r3(s1, s2)
∑
c∈A3
sc3ec(s1, s2).
Now j3(s1,s2)( f ), which determines c3(s1, s2), f (s1, s2), and ec(s1, s2), itself de-
pends analytically algebraically on s2 and j3(s1,0)( j
3( f ))= j6(s1,0)( f ), which like-
wise depends on s1 and j3p( j
6( f ))= j9p( f ).Continuing in this way, we parametrize
a neighborhood of the g-th curvature surface through f (s1, . . . , sg−1) by
(3-3)
f (s1, . . . , sg)= cg(s1, . . . , sg−1)
+ s0g(sg)( f (s1, . . . , sg−1)− cg(s1, . . . , sg−1))
+ rg(s1, . . . , sg−1)
∑
d∈Ag
sdg ed(s1, . . . , sg−1),
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which is analytic algebraic in (s1, . . . , sg) ∈ Bm1(1) × · · · × Bmg (g) and de-
pends on the finite set of constants determined by j3gp ( f ). By a standard argument
[Thorbergsson 1983, p. 497], f (s1, . . . , sg) parametrizes a neighborhood of p∈M .
Finally, since a finite product of open balls is a semialgebraic subset of Rn−1, its
image under the analytic algebraic map (3-3) is a semialgebraic subset of Rn . 
Corollary 5. A connected proper Dupin hypersurface M in Rn is an open subset
of a connected component of the irreducible algebraic set M zar of dimension n−1.
Proof. By the theorem, for any point p ∈M , there is an open neighborhoodU ⊂M
of the point that is a semialgebraic subset of Rn . The result now follows from
Lemma 1. 
A slightly more general result holds that we shall apply to Dupin hypersurfaces.
Corollary 6. If a connected analytic hypersurface N ⊂ Rn contains a connected
proper Dupin hypersurface M , then N is an open subset of the connected compo-
nent of an irreducible algebraic set that contains M.
Proof. An open subset of M is open in N ; so the result follows from Lemma 1. 
4. The finiteness condition
A connected Dupin hypersurface M in Rn has an open dense subset G such that
each connected component of G is proper Dupin. In fact, G is the set on which the
multiplicities of the principal curvatures are locally constant; see [Singley 1975].
Decompose G into its at most countably many disjoint connected components G1,
G2, G3, . . . . By Corollary 6, if the Dupin hypersurface M were an analytic subman-
ifold of Rn , then, since it contains the connected proper Dupin hypersurface G1, it
would be contained in an irreducible algebraic set of dimension n−1. Hence, our
goal is to prove that M is an analytic hypersurface of Rn .
Let Gc denote the complement of G in M . It is the set of points in M that do not
have a proper Dupin neighborhood.
Definition 7. A connected Dupin hypersurface M of Rn has the local finiteness
property if there is a subset S ⊂ Gc that is closed in M such that S disconnects M
into only a finite number of connected components, and for each point p ∈ Gc not
in S, there is an open neighborhood W of p in M such that W ∩G contains a finite
number of connected open sets whose union is dense in W . We call S the set of
bad points in Gc.
Theorem 8. Let M be a connected Dupin hypersurface in Rn . If M has the local
finiteness property, then it is an analytic submanifold of Rn and is therefore con-
tained in a connected component of dimension n − 1 of an irreducible algebraic
set.
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Proof. Let G ⊂ M be the open dense subset of M whose connected components
are proper Dupin hypersurfaces in Rn . Let S ⊂ Gc be the set of bad points in Gc.
By the local finiteness property, each point p ∈ Gc not in S has a neighborhood W
that is open in M such that W ∩G contains a finite number of connected open sets
U1, . . . ,Us whose union is dense in W . Note that G being dense in M implies that
W ⊂⋃s1U i , where U i is the topological closure of Ui in M . By Corollary 6, each
Ui is contained in an irreducible algebraic set Ci . Then U i is a subset of Ci since
Ci is closed. Hence, W ⊂⋃s1U i ⊂⋃s1 Ci , which is a semialgebraic subset of Rn .
By Lemma 2, since W is a C∞ manifold, there is a connected open semialge-
braic subset U of
⋃s
1 Ci contained in W with p ∈U . The intersection B of U with
any open ball of Rn centered at p is still an open subset of M and a semialgebraic
subset. Thus, wemay assume B is so small that it is the graph of h :D→R for some
open set D ⊂ Rn−1 by performing a linear change of coordinates (x1, . . . , xn) in
Rn if necessary. Since the projection pi : (x1, . . . , xn) 7→ (x1, . . . , xn−1), which is
semialgebraic, sends B to D, we see D is a semialgebraic subset of Rn−1. Thus the
map h is semialgebraic, because its graph {(x, h(x)) : x ∈D}= B is a semialgebraic
subset of Rn . Therefore h is a Nash function, and so it must be analytic algebraic,
and the map H : D→ B, H(x)= (x, h(x)) is an analytic algebraic parametrization
of the open neighborhood B⊂M about p. Since p∈Gc\S was arbitrary, and since
every point of G has a neighborhood with an analytic algebraic parametrization by
Theorem 4, it follows that M \ S is an analytic submanifold of Rn . Since M \ S has
a finite number of connected components, each of which contains an open subset
that is a semialgebraic subset ofRn , it follows that M\S is contained in the unionC
of finitely many irreducible algebraic sets. Then M is contained in the topological
closure of M \ S, which in turn must be contained in the closed set C .
Now let q be any point in S and consider M itself as an open neighborhood
about q . Then M is a C∞ manifold contained in the semialgebraic set C . Apply
the above argument to conclude that some open neighborhood of q in M is the
image of an analytic algebraic parametrization. Hence, every point of M has an
analytic parametrization, and M is an analytic hypersurface of Rn . 
Theorem 9. (a) If Mn−1 is a connected, compact taut hypersurface in Rn that
satisfies the local finiteness property, then Mn−1 is an analytic submanifold and a
connected component of an irreducible algebraic subset of Rn .
(b) If Mm is a connected, compact taut submanifold of codimension greater than
one in Rn such that the tube M over M , which is Dupin, satisfies the local finite-
ness property, then M is an analytic submanifold and a connected component of
an irreducible algebraic subset of Rn .
Proof. (a) Since a taut hypersurface must be Dupin [Pinkall 1986], this follows
immediately from Theorem 8.
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For (b), let M be an embedded taut connected, compact submanifold in Rn
and let M be a tube over M of sufficiently small radius that M is an embedded
hypersurface in Rn . Then M is a Dupin hypersurface; see [Pinkall 1986]. Thus
M ⊂ Rn is semialgebraic by Theorem 8, since M satisfies the local finiteness
property. Then M itself is algebraic, since it is the image of the semialgebraic
focal map F : M → M ⊂ Rn given by F(x) = x − ξ , where ξ is the outward
field of unit normals to the tube M . 
5. Ends and Alexander cohomology
An end of a noncompact manifold X is an equivalence class of sequences of
connected open neighborhoods X,U1,U2, . . ., where Un+1 ⊂ Un , such that the
intersection of the closures of these sets is the empty set, subject to the equivalence
relation (X,U1,U2, . . .)∼ (X,W1,W2, . . .) if for eachUi there is a j withUi ⊂W j
and for each Wk there is an m such that Wk ⊂Um ; see [Hughes and Ranicki 1996].
Let S be a closed subset of a manifold M . The k-th Alexander cohomology
group is defined to be the direct limit H k(S) := lim→ H k(V ), where H k(V ) is the
usual k-th singular cohomology group of open V ⊃ S.
For any topological space X , a function f from X to Z2 is said to be locally
constant if there is an open coveringU of X such that f is constant on each element
of U. This theorem can be found in [Spanier 1966, p. 309]:
Theorem 10. H0(S) is the Z2-module of locally constant functions from S to Z2.
In particular, if all the topological connected components of S are open in S,
then the rank of H0(S) is identified with the cardinality of the set of connected
components of S.
We only sketch the proofs of the following two corollaries of this theorem.
Corollary 11. Let M be a compact simply connected manifold. Let S ⊂ M be a
closed subset for which M \ S has only finitely many connected components. Sup-
pose all the connected components of S are open (whose cardinality is necessarily
finite) in S. Then the number of ends of M \ S is finite.
That M is simply connected, so that H1(M) = 0, is employed for the short
exactness of the H0-block of a Mayer–Vietoris sequence obtained by the covering
of M by M \ S and U j for j = 1, 2, . . ., a sequence of shrinking neighborhoods of
S corresponding to the ends of M \S. This gives a counting of the rank of H0(U j ),
which would diverge to infinity if the number of ends of M \ S were infinite. But
then the preceding theorem would yield a contradiction when one takes the direct
limit over U j .
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Corollary 12. Let M be a manifold of finitely many connected components, and
let S ⊂ M be closed. If M \ S has finitely many ends, then S has finitely many
connected components each of which is open in S.
For the proof, one chases the diagram of the Mayer–Vietoris sequence up to
H1(M) to show the number of connected components of U j is bounded, and so
eventually it stabilizes to a number m. From this it follows that H0(S) is of rank
m by taking direct limit over U j , and U j ∩ S for large j constitute the m open
connected components of S. We call S the end set of M \ S.
6. Application to compact taut submanifolds
Let M be a compact taut hypersurface in Sn . Consider the normal exponential map
E : M × (−pi, pi)→ Sn , where
E : (p, t) 7→ cos(t)p+ sin(t)n,
with n the chosen unit normal field of M . Here, E is smooth at points where
t =−pi, pi .
A point q = E(p, t) is called a focal point of multiplicity m > 0 of M at p if
the nullity of the derivative E∗ is equal to m at (p, t). The set of all focal points is
the focal set F of M . The focal points at p are antipodally symmetric on the circle
E(p, t) with each principal curvature of the form cot(t) for some t 6= 0. Let Z be
the complement of F in Sn .
Lemma 13. Z is connected in Sn .
Proof. By Federer’s version of Sard’s theorem [Federer 1969, p. 316], the image
of the critical points of a given smooth function f : Rt → Rs , at which the rank of
the derivative is less than or equal to ν, is of Hν-measure 0, where Hν denotes the
Hausdorff ν-dimensional measure.
Label the principal curvature functions by λ1 ≤ λ2 ≤ · · · ≤ λn−1. It is known
that λ j are continuous; see [Ryan 1969]. Let cot(t j ) := λ j for 0 < t j < pi . We
know that the focal maps
(6-1) f j (p)= cos(t j )p+ sin(t j )n
are continuous and are smooth on a dense open set.
For each i , let Oi be the open subset of M on which λi has multiplicity 1. (Oi
could be empty.) Then Oi consists of countably many open components Oi j for
j = 1, 2, . . . such that the restriction of fi to (Oi j ) is an embedded submanifold
of dimension n − 2. This follows from the fact that λi is constant on its lines of
curvature on each Oi j by the Dupin condition; see [Cecil and Ryan 1985, p. 145].
Let Zi be the complement of Oi in M . (Zi could be empty.) At each point p
of Zi , the principal curvature cot(ti ) must have multiplicity at least 2, and so the
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normal exponential map E has rank ≤ n − 2 at the point (p, ti ). Thus the focal
point fi (p) lies in the singular value set K of points for which the derivative of E
has rank ≤ n− 2.
We conclude the entire focal setF is composed of the countably many embedded
submanifolds fi (Oi j ) of dimension n−2, their antipodal sets, and the set K , which
has Hausdorff (n−2)-measure zero by Federer’s theorem quoted above. Therefore
the Hausdorff (n−1)-measure of the whole focal set F is zero, which implies that
the complement Z of F is connected [Schoen and Yau 1994, p. 269]. 
Away from F, the map E is a local diffeomorphism. For each 0 ≤ m ≤ n− 1,
we let Wm be the set of points (p, t) in E−1(Z) for which the spherical distance
function dq , where q = E(p, t), has index m at p. Then the tautness of M implies
that E : Wm → Z is a degree bm (regular) covering map, where bm is the m-th
Betti number. Therefore, by the connectedness of Z, the set Wm decomposes into
finitely many (connected) covering sheets Wm1,Wm2, . . . ,Wmsm onto Z, where
sm ≤ bm . Wm will be composed of connected components either in M × (0, pi)
or M × (−pi, 0). We denote by W+mj those Wmj contained in M × (0, pi). We set
W+m :=
⋃
j W
+
mj .
Lemma 14. All the connected components ofF are open inF. In particular, Z has
a finite number of ends.
Proof. Since each f j (M) for 1 ≤ j ≤ n− 1 defined in (6-1) is compact and path-
connected in Sn , we can group them and the sets antipodal to them into classes
where the union of those f j (M) in each class is path-connected whereas the unions
from different classes are disjoint. Call these disjoint unions X1, . . . , Xr , each of
which, being a finite union of compact sets, is closed in Sn and path-connected.
Hence by the Urysohn separation lemma, there are disjoint open sets O1, . . . , Or
that contain X1, . . . , Xr , respectively. This means that each (topological) compo-
nent, now being just a path-connected component, is open in the relative topology.
The conclusion follows by Corollary 11. 
Corollary 15. Each W+mj has a finite number of ends.
Proof. This follows since E : W+mj → Z is a proper map because it is a covering
map of finite degree and because Z has a finite number of ends. 
Let pr : M× (−pi, pi)→ M be the projection. Since pr is an open map, the sets
U+mj := pr(W+mj )
are open and connected in M . We also set
U+m :=
⋃
j
U+mj = pr(W+m ).
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It is clear that W−m and U−m can be similarly defined on M × (−pi, 0).
Definition 16. We define (U∗m)+ to be the collection of all x for which there exists
a t > 0 such that (x, t) is a regular point of the normal exponential map E and such
that the spherical distance function dy , where y = E(x, t), has index m at x .
Note that U+m ⊂ (U∗m)+ by definition. Further, any point p in the complement
(U∗m)+ \U+m satisfies the condition that every q = E(p, t) for t > 0 on the normal
exponential circle, such that dq has a nondegenerate critical point of index m at p,
is a focal point of some other point in M .
Lemma 17. (U∗m)+ is open in M.
Proof. This follows from the property that E is a local diffeomorphism around
(x, t) for t > 0, so that E(x, t) is nonfocal along the normal exponential circle.
Hence, for a point (x ′, t ′) near (x, t), the point E(x ′, t ′) is also nonfocal along
the respective normal exponential circle. Now, dy has index m at the nondegen-
erate critical point x . When x ′ is sufficiently close to x , the function dy′ , where
y′ = E(x ′, t ′), is a slight perturbation of dy . Since x ′ is a nondegenerate critical
point of dy′ and since nondegenerate critical points are locally structurally stable,
dy′ must also have index m at x ′, and thus x ′ ∈ (U∗m)+. 
For (p, t1) and (p, t2) in M × (0, pi), we say (p, t1) is equivalent to (p, t2) and
write (p, t1) ∼ (p, t2) if the distance functions dq1 for q1 = E(p, t1) and dq2 for
q2 = E(p, t2) have nondegenerate critical points of the same index m at p. We
then let Lmj be this (trivial) line bundle over U+mj :
Lmj := {(p, t) ∈ M × (0, pi) : (p, t)∼ (p, t0) for some (p, t0) ∈Wmj }.
Lemma 18. Lmj\W+mj is of Hausdorff codimension at least 2 in Lmj . In particular,
Lmj and U+mj have a finite number of ends.
Proof. By the openness of W+mj , we know Lmj \W+mj is closed in Lmj . We next
show that Lmj \W+mj is of Hausdorff codimension at least 2. Consider the restriction
of the map E on Lmj \W+mj given by
f := (p, t) ∈ Lmj \W+mj 7→ E(p, t) ∈ F.
Note that f is a finite-to-one map. This is because for any z∈F, the height function
`z is a perfect Morse–Bott function [Ozawa 1986], and each p, for which some
point of the form (p, t) is in f −1(z), is a nondegenerate critical point of index m
of `z on the taut hypersurface M . Such a nondegenerate critical point is a critical
submanifold. Hence the total number of such points is no more than bm , the m-th
Betti number of M .
The image of f is a closed subset of F of Hausdorff codimension at least 2 by
Lemma 13. E is a local diffeomorphism at (p, t)∈ Lmj when it is restricted to Lmj .
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Hence, there is a neighborhood Y(p,t) ⊂ Lmj around each (p, t) ∈ Lmj \W+mj such
that f restricted to Y(p,t)∩(Lmj \W+mj ) is a homeomorphism into F. It follows that
the Hausdorff (n−2)-measure of Lmj \W+mj is at most bm times that of F, which is
null in the ambient sphere Sn . So Lmj \W+mj is of Hausdorff codimension at least
2 in Lmj . In particular, Lmj \W+mj does not disconnect Lmj .
We now apply Corollary 12 with S= Lmj\W+mj , M= Lmj , and X=M\S=W+mj .
Since X has a finite number of ends, it follows that S has finitely many components
all of which are open in S. Now, suppose M has infinitely many ends. Then
there is a decreasing sequence of open sets X1, X2, . . . in X such that X \ X j is
compact,
⋂
j X j =∅, and the number of unbounded connected components of X j
increasingly diverges to infinity. As S has finitely many components S1, . . . , St ,
all of which have Hausdorff codimension at least 2, S1, . . . , St cannot disconnect
the connected components of X j . We see X j \ S form a decreasing sequence
whose disconnected components diverge to infinity, so that W+mj = M \ S will have
infinitely many ends. This contradiction establishes that Lmj has a finite number
of ends. Since Lmj is a trivial line bundle over U+mj , so that Lmj ' U+mj × R, it
follows that U+mj has a finite number of ends. 
Corollary 19. W+mj is disjoint from W
+
ml if and only if U
+
mj is disjoint from U
+
ml . In
particular, U+m has finitely many ends.
Proof. The backward direction is clear. To prove the forward direction, suppose
p ∈ U+mj ∩ U+ml . Let X := U+mj ∪ U+ml , and let Y := W+mj ∪ W+ml . Since X is
open and connected, we can form the (trivial) line bundle L over X , where L
consists of (p, t) for p ∈ X such that the distance function dq for q = E(p, t) has
a nondegenerate critical point of index m at p. Then L = Lmj ∪ Lml and Y ⊂ L by
construction. However, the analysis in Lemma 18 shows that L \Y is of Hausdorff
codimension at least 2; therefore Y is connected, and so W+mj and W
+
ml cannot be
disjoint. Now that U+m is the finite disjoint union of all U
+
mj , each of which has
finitely many ends, it follows that the same is true for U+m . 
Corollary 20. U+m is dense in (U∗m)+. In particular, (U∗m)+ has a finite number of
connected components.
Proof. Suppose that U+m is not dense in (U∗m)+. Then there is an open set X ⊂
(U∗m)+ that is disjoint fromU+m . Proceeding as in Corollary 19, let us introduce the
line bundle L over X , which consists of all points (p, t) for t > 0 in which p ∈ X
and dq for q = E(p, t) has a nondegenerate critical point of index m at p.
Every point (p, t) ∈ L is mapped to F via the map E , since p ∈ (U∗m)+ \U+m .
As we see in Lemma 18, the map f of Lemma 18 on L is finite-to-one and regular
at every point of L . Thus, the image of f contains an open set of dimension
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n = dim L . This contradicts that the Hausdorff codimension of F is at least two.
Thus U+m is dense in (U∗m)+.
In particular, (U∗m)+ also has a finite number of connected components, because
any of its components will contain at least one component of U+m . 
We say a point p is a good point in the taut hypersurface M if the multiplicities
of the principal curvatures are locally constant around p. We denote the set of
good points by G. We know G is open and dense in M .
Our convention is that we label the principal curvature functions by λ1 ≤ λ2 ≤
· · · ≤ λn−1. When we say (m1,m2, . . . ,mg) is a given sequence of principal mul-
tiplicities, we mean that
λ1 = · · · = λm1 and λm1+1 = · · · = λm1+m2, . . . ,
so that mi is the multiplicity of the i-th largest distinct principal curvature.
Lemma 21. There is a dense open subset of G such that for any p in the subset,
there is a point q ∈ Z between any two focal points on the normal exponential
circle E(p, t) for t > 0.
Proof. Suppose X is a connected component of G, and assume multiplicities
(m1,m2, . . . ,mµ). Let σs = m1 + · · · + ms for 1 ≤ s ≤ µ. Then X ⊂ (U∗σs )+.
Then Corollary 20 implies that X ∩U+σs is dense and open in X . 
Definition 22. We let G◦ be the largest dense open subset of G over which Lemma
21 is true.
Lemma 23. Let g be the maximum number of distinct principal curvatures on M.
LetM := (m1, . . . ,mg) be a given maximal sequence of multiplicities. Let OM⊂G◦
be the (open) subset of G◦ attaining these multiplicities. Let σ j = m1 + · · · +m j
for 1≤ j ≤ g. Then OM is the intersection of all the U+σ j .
Proof. The intersection consists of all points p such that there is some 0< t j < pi
for which p is of index σ j with respect to the distance function dq , with q =
E(p, t j ) for each j . So p must have g principal curvatures with multiplicities
m1,m2, . . . ,mg. The maximality of g implies that m j cannot be broken further
into smaller multiplicities. Also, since p ∈ U+σ j , there is a t for which E(p, t)
between the two appropriate focal points is in Z. We obtain p∈G◦. So ∩U+σ j ⊂OM .
Conversely, since OM ⊂ G◦, the definition of U+σ j implies that OM ⊂ ∩U+σ j . 
We now treat the case of a taut submanifold of dimension 3 or 4. First we prove
a needed lemma in homology.
Lemma 24. Let B1 ⊂ B2 be two closed disks. Then the k-th new topology of the
taut submanifold M added between B1 ∩M and B2 ∩M is the relative homology
Hk(B2 ∩M, B1 ∩M).
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Proof. This follows from the exact sequence
−→ Hk(B1 ∩M) i−→ Hk(B2 ∩M)−→ Hk(B2 ∩M, B1 ∩M)
j−→ Hk−1(B1 ∩M) i−→ Hk−1(B2 ∩M)−→
and the fact that i is injective by the injectivity property of tautness, so that j is
the zero map. It follows that
Hk(B2 ∩M)= Hk(B1 ∩M)⊕ Hk(B2 ∩M, B1 ∩M),
and hence the conclusion. 
Corollary 25. If B1 ⊂ B2 ⊂ B3 are three closed disks, then
Hk(B3 ∩M, B1 ∩M)= Hk(B3 ∩M, B2 ∩M)⊕ Hk(B2 ∩M, B1 ∩M).
Therefore Hk(B3 ∩ M, B1 ∩ M) is surjective to both Hk(B3 ∩ M, B2 ∩ M) and
Hk(B2 ∩M, B1 ∩M).
Proof. Given three abelian groups A→ B→C , where each arrow is an embedding,
we have C/B = (C/A)/(B/A). 
Lemma 26. Suppose dimM = 4.
(a) If the maximum number of principal curvatures is ≥ 3, then multiplicities
(1, 3), (3, 1), and (2, 2) cannot exist on open sets.
(b) If the maximum number of principal curvatures is 4, then the points with mul-
tiplicities (1, 1, 2), (1, 2, 1), and (2, 1, 1), at which the number of principal curva-
tures is not locally constant, cannot be approached by a sequence coming from an
open set of points of the same multiplicities.
Proof. (a) Suppose the multiplicities are (1, 3) on an open set O . Let x ∈ O and
let p be a boundary point of O . Let c(t) be a smooth curve with c(0) = x and
c(1)= p. We can assume that c(t) ∈ O for 0≤ t < 1. Since p is a boundary point
of O , there must be a sequence of points with multiplicities (1, 1, 2), (1, 2, 1),
or (1, 1, 1, 1) that converges to p. The multiplicities must remain (1, 3) at p;
otherwise, the list of multiplicities would drop to the single multiplicity (4), and
this is impossible because a taut hypersurface with a single umbilic point must be a
totally umbilic sphere; see [Cecil and Ryan 1985, p. 123]. We will handle the case
where a sequence of points with multiplicities (1, 1, 2) approaches p. The other
cases are very similar.
At each point c(t) for 0 ≤ t < 1, the curvature surface S(t) corresponding to
the principal curvature λ of multiplicity 3 is a 3-dimensional metric sphere, which
converges to the 3-dimensional curvature surface, a 3-sphere which corresponds to
λ at p, as t approaches 1. On the other hand, consider a sequence of points {yi }
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approaching p, where the multiplicities are (1, 1, 2). For each yi , the 2-dimensional
curvature surface Ci through yi corresponding to the principal curvature of multi-
plicity 2 is a topset for the spherical distance function centered at the corresponding
focal point. Thus, by tautness, Ci represents a nontrivial 2-dimensional homology
class in M . As yi approaches p, these Ci approach a 2-cycle C in the curvature
surface S(1) that is nontrivial in the 2-dimensional homology of S(1). This is a
contradiction, since S(1) is a 3-sphere and has trivial 2-dimensional homology. A
similar proof shows that multiplicities (3, 1) cannot exist on an open set.
Next suppose that the multiplicities are (2, 2) on an open set O . As in the
argument above, let x ∈ O and let p be a boundary point of O . Let c(t) be a
smooth curve with c(0) = x , c(1) = p, and c(t) ∈ O for 0 ≤ t < 1. Then the
multiplicities must be (2, 2) at p. Since p is a boundary point of O , there must
be a sequence of points with multiplicities (1, 1, 2), (2, 1, 1), or (1, 1, 1, 1) that
converges to p. We will handle the case where the multiplicities are (1, 1, 2);
the others are handled similarly. Then as in the argument above, at each point
c(t) for 0 ≤ t < 1, the curvature surface S(t) corresponding to the first principal
curvature λ of multiplicity 2 is a 2-dimensional metric sphere, which converges to
the curvature surface, a 2-sphere, which corresponds to λ at p. On the other hand,
there is a sequence {yi } approaching p such that the multiplicities are (1, 1, 2) at
yi . Again, the topset property as above gives a contradiction.
For (b), in the case of multiplicities (1, 1, 2) or (2, 1, 1), the same type of ar-
gument takes care of this statement, since one can produce a point p with the
given multiplicities that is also a limit of a sequence of points with multiplicities
(1, 1, 1, 1).
In the case of multiplicities (1, 2, 1), we need to modify the argument slightly.
As above, the nondegenerate critical manifold at p corresponding to the principal
curvature of multiplicity two is a metric 2-sphere S, and we can also approach
p by a sequence of points with multiplicities (1, 1, 1, 1). However, in this case,
the 1-dimensional circles approaching p corresponding to the second and third
multiplicities are not topsets. We can see that they still contribute in a nontrivial
way to homology by the following argument.
At the point p, the multiplicities are (1, 2, 1), and p is a limit point of the open
connected set O on which the multiplicities are (1, 2, 1). Let q be the second focal
point of M at p corresponding to the principal curvature of multiplicity two. As
above, we can also approach p by a sequence of points in the open set U with
multiplicities (1, 1, 1, 1). Thus near p, we can find points x ∈ O and y ∈ U , with
corresponding second focal points u and v near q such that the height functions
satisfy `u(x)= a and `v(y)= b. We can choose x and y so close to p that we can
find positive numbers  and δ for which
Ma−(`u)⊂ M−b−δ(`v)⊂ Mb(`v) and Ma(`u)⊂ M−b+δ(`v)⊂ Ma+(`u).
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Also, using a genericity argument, we can assume that the points x and y are
chosen so that the critical submanifolds of the corresponding height functions `u
and `v are at distinct levels, and we may choose  and δ sufficiently small so that
a (respectively b) is the only critical value between a−  and a+  (respectively
between b− δ and b+ δ).
Lemma 24 says that the new k-th homology between the levels a−  and a+ 
of `u is
(6-2) Hk(Ma+(`u),Ma−(`u)).
Corollary 25 says that the group in Equation (6-2) is surjective to
(6-3) Hk(Ma+(`u),Mb−δ(`v)),
where in Lemma 24, we take
B1 ∩M = Ma−(`u), B2 ∩M = Mb−δ(`v), B3 ∩M = Ma+(`u).
The same lemma says that the group in Equation (6-3) is surjective to
(6-4) Hk(Mb+δ(`v),Mb−δ(`v)),
where
B1 ∩M = Mb−δ(`v), B2 ∩M = Mb+δ(`v), B3 ∩M = Ma+(`u).
It follows from these considerations that the group in Equation (6-2) is surjec-
tive to the group in Equation (6-4). However, by Morse–Bott critical point the-
ory [Dubrovin et al. 1990, p. 239], we have
(6-5) Hk(Ma+(`u),Ma−(`u))= Hk−µ(W ),
where W is the critical manifold of `u at x and µ is the index at x . Similarly, we
have
(6-6) Hk(Mb+δ(`v),Mb−δ(`v))= Hk−ν(V ),
where V is the critical submanifold of `v at y and ν is the index at y.
Now the critical submanifold W at x is a 2-sphere of index µ= 1, whereas the
critical submanifold V at y is a circle of index ν=1. Using k=2 in equations (6-5)
and (6-6), we see that 0 = H1(W,Z2) is surjective to H1(V,Z2) = Z2. This is a
contradiction. 
We now prove that taut hypersurfaces of dimensions 3 and 4 are algebraic.
Theorem 27. Let M be a compact taut hypersurface in Sn that is not a hyper-
sphere. If dimM = 3 or 4, then M is algebraic.
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Proof. Assume dimM = 4 and the maximum number of multiplicities is 4. By
Lemma 26, multiplicities (1, 3), (3, 1), and (2, 2) cannot exist on open sets. Mean-
while, the set of points with multiplicities (1, 1, 1, 1) is open. Since by Lemma 26
a point with multiplicities (1, 1, 2) (or (1, 2, 1) or (2, 1, 1)) at which the number
of principal curvatures is not locally constant cannot be approached by a sequence
coming from an open set of points of the same multiplicities, we see that such
points must be entirely surrounded by points with multiplicities (1, 1, 1, 1). As a
result, an open set of points with multiplicities (1, 1, 2) will approach boundary
points with multiplicities either (1, 3) or (2, 2).
The set G of good points are those with multiplicities (1, 1, 1, 1) and the points
with multiplicities (1, 1, 2), (1, 2, 1), or (2, 1, 1) that exist on open sets. G is open
and dense in M . We let S be the subset of Gc consisting of points of multiplicities
(1, 3), (3, 1), or (2, 2). We wish to confirm the local finiteness property.
Firstly, S is closed in M . This is because any converging sequence of points of
the indicated multiplicities must maintain the same type of multiplicities.
We next show that M \ S has finitely many connected components. It comes
down to showing that A := (U∗1 )+ (respectively B := (U∗2 )+ or C := (U∗3 )+)
with points of multiplicities (1, 3) (respectively (2, 2) or (3, 1)) removed has only
finitely many connected components, for then the union of the three resulting sets
is exactly M \ S, which, being a union, must have finitely many connected compo-
nents. However, as before, this follows from the Mayer–Vietoris sequence applied
to the open covers A and B∪C of M , et cetera. Note that A is composed of points
with multiplicities (1, 1, 1, 1), (1, 1, 2), (1, 2, 1), or (1, 3); B’s points have multi-
plicities (1, 1, 1, 1), (1, 1, 2), (2, 1, 1), or (2, 2); and C’s points have multiplicities
(1, 1, 1, 1), (1, 2, 1), (2, 1, 1), or (3, 1). Hence A∩(B∪C) is exactly A with points
of multiplicities (1, 3) removed.
Lastly, we verify that each point in Gc \ S has a open neighborhood W in M
such that W ∩G contains finitely many connected open sets whose union is dense
in W .
As mentioned earlier, Gc\S is completely surrounded by points of multiplicities
(1, 1, 1, 1). Each point p ∈ Gc \ S of multiplicities (1, 1, 2) has a small neighbor-
hood that contains no points of multiplicities (1, 2, 1) or (2, 1, 1), et cetera. In other
words, the sets T1, T2, T3 of points of multiplicities (1, 1, 2), (1, 2, 1), (2, 1, 1),
respectively, are contained in disjoint open sets O1, O2, O3, respectively, where
Oi \ Ti for 1≤ i ≤ 3 consists of only points of multiplicities (1, 1, 1, 1).
Let X ⊂ (U3)+ be the subset of points of multiplicities (1, 1, 1, 1). X is dense in
the set of points of multiplicities (1, 1, 1, 1) by Lemmas 21 and 23. It follows that
T1 is contained in the end sets of the finitely many end components E1, . . . , Es
of U+3 on which the multiplicities remain (1, 1, 1, 1). Let W be the union of O1
above and E1, . . . , Es . (O1 is the union of neighborhoods of points of multiplicities
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(1, 1, 2). We make sure each of these neighborhoods is so small that its intersection
with U+3 is contained in the end components E1, . . . , Es .) Then W ∩ G consists
of only points of multiplicities (1, 1, 1, 1) and also contains open sets E1, . . . , Es
whose union is dense in W .
Similarly, the same conclusion is true for points of multiplicities (2, 1, 1) and
(1, 2, 1) in Gc with U+3 replaced by U
+
1 and U
+
2 , respectively. Hence M is alge-
braic.
The case dimM = 3 and dimM = 4 when the maximal number of multiplicities
is 3 follows from the same procedure. For the latter case, Gc is the set of points
with multiplicities (1, 3), (3, 1) or (2, 2), which coincides with S; thus the set
Gc \ S = ∅, and the local finiteness condition is automatically satisfied on Gc \ S.
Similarly for the former case, we have Gc = S, which is the set of points with
multiplicities (1, 2) or (2, 1). 
By considering a tube M with a small radius  over a compact taut submanifold
M , the method employed in the preceding theorem gives the theorem below in
dimensions 3 and 4.
Banchoff [1970] showed that a taut compact 1-dimensional submanifold of Sn
must be a metric circle in Sn , which is certainly algebraic. In the same paper,
he also showed that if M is a taut compact 2-dimensional surface substantially
embedded in Sn , then M is a metric 2-sphere, a cyclide of Dupin in S3, or a
spherical Veronese surface V ⊂ S4. All of these surfaces are algebraic. Thus, we
have the following result.
Theorem 28. Let M be a compact taut m-dimensional submanifold in Sn ⊂Rn+1.
If m ≤ 4, then M is algebraic.
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